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VAN HEN H2EVLR, <T.A. G r Z N I

In an action tn the Wit^at^rsrand Local

Division before Roper, J», Concrete Construction (Proprietary)

Limited, to which I henceforth refer as n the Company11

obtained a judgment against S, Keldan and Company (Proprietary)

Limited, which is virtually, and to whom I henceforth refer

as MXaldann. A^inst th«t judgment an appeal and 

cross-appeal were noted but the appeal was abandoned»

Consequently.! henceforth deal with the matter on the 

basis that the cross-appsal is an sono^l.

The salient facts out of which this

dispute arose may ba stated briefly. A company known3
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I

as AtId Investment (Pty.) Limited, which for brevity I 

henceforth call l,Atid’^ intended to erect a building in 

Johannesburg costing some £127,500* Keidan secured 

the building contract and the Company secured a. contract -

to supply end. rta:? ^or reinforcement for the

building. nihc gaction is with whom did conírQotÉ

Before the building was finished Atid

got into .financial difficulties and was forced, into 

liquidation. The Company had not been paid -for all the 

steel supplied and fitted in the building or stedl 

prepared for that purpose but not so used. It sought to

recover payment from Keidan on several alternative

!*■ is alleged in the declaration that 

on the 26th of February the Company represented ^y a 

certain Deutsch entered into or. or?i agreement with 

Keidan in terms of which the Company was to supply 288
Co^civl^--

tons of steel.reinforced for the abovemontion^d building, 

for 'which Keidan was to nav £70 yer ton less a discount 

of 5>> Keidan to pay £5,000 c^sh in advance. Tho 

Company supplied steel" in terms of the contract for 

which it became entitled to payment of £19,557.18.5*

3/ Ke idan ......................................
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Kcidan paid only £7,879.7,7, leaving a balance due of 

£11,678*10*10, Keidan ordered a further supply of steel 

on the same terms* When this steel was prepared and bent 

Keidan in breach of his contract refused to accept dollvcrv 

of th» steel when tendered, in consequence whereof, it 

is alleged, the Company suffered damages in the amount 

of £391*16*4* The Company claimed these amounts.

The alternative claim is based on

a different version of the contract of the 26th February, 

1951. A tripartite agreement' is alleged between Atid, 

ths Company and Keidan. The contract for the delivery 

of the steel was with Atid, hut it agreed that any 

payments due to the Company xvould be included by the 

architect, Strkeshy-Ie^is,in certificates issued by him 

from time to time in respect cf ppvmc-nts due and to be 

made to Keidan, that Ksidan would receive such payments 

on behalf of the Company and pay it over on receipt less 

a discount of 5$ which Keidan was to retain for himself. 

On this basis the Company £11,^77*10.10, being

monies received by Keidan on behalf of the Company and. not 

4/ paid............
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paid over and the damages referred to above*

Roper, J, cane to the conclusion that

the contract alleged between the Company and Keidan was not

qjL , ,proved* On the iwternative basis, aowovcr, ha gave 

judgment in favour of the Conpanv for £4,742*13*6 with 

costs *

On appeal it was contended for the

Company that the learned Judge erred in holding that the 

contract alleged in the main declaration had not been 

established and or alternatively, that he erred in deducting 

the amount of £3,000 twice from the due to the

Company*

Contracts in the building trade have

very peculiar characteristics which it is necessary to 

touch upon in order to understand the issues in this 

case* That applies also to the circumstances of the 

parties and the trade at the t ije when the alleged contract 

was concluded *

Kcidan was a building contractor on a

5/ large *•••>«•**«. ****,*«*.*. 
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large scale, During February, 1951, he had on hand 

various worlrc the estimated cost of which ran to about 

half a million pounds. On the 15th of February, 1951, 

he entered Into articles of agreement with Atid for the 

erection of a building for £127,500.. The agreement was 

couched in a stock form approved and recommended by the 

Institute of South African Architects, the Chapter of 

South African Quantity Surveyors and the National 

Federation of Building Trade Employers in South Africa.

I henceforth refer to this contract as ”the main contract” 

In the,contract it was stipulated that a firm of which 

Mr. Stakesby-Lewis was a member shall be ’’the Architect” 

and that Messrs. Hickman, Bjorkman and Hope-Jones 

shall be”the Quantity Surveyor”, At the time there were 

three directors of Atidi Kessley> Arbiter and Greonborg. 

The evidence is that they acted Informally very much like 

the members of a

In order to discharge a bond of the 

building site and to finance the building Arid arranged 

to borrow £100,000 from the African Life Assurance
*

Society. The balance it had to furnish itself or find

g/ elsewhere
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elsewhere*

Th© main contract contains the following

clause:

”15 (a) All specialists and others executing cry 

work or supplying and fixing any goods for which 

provisional sums are included in the Bill of 

Quantities who may be nominated or selected by the 

Architect are hereby declared to be sub-contractors 

and are heroin referred to as ’nominated Sub-Contractops1 

No nominated Sub-Contractor shall ■ be

employed upon or in connection with the works against 

whom the Contractor shall make reasonable objection 

or (save where the Architect and Contractor shall 

otherwise sgree) who wiil not ent^r into a sub-contract 

providing

(1) Thst the nominated Sub-Contractor shall indemnify 

the Contractor against the same obligation in respect 

of ths Sub-Contract as the Contractor is liable

for in respect of this contract,

(2) That the nominated Sub-Contractor shall indemnify 

the Contractor ggainst claiis in resnect of any 

negligence by the Sub-Contractor his servants

or agents or any misuse by him or tnam of any 

scaffolding or other plant the propertv of the 

Contractor or any Workmen’s C oel pens? tion Act in 

force.

(3) That payment lusp^) cash discount of 5 per cent 

shall be made to the nominated Sub-Contractor by 

tho Contractor within seven dov* nf his receint of
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the Architectfs Certificate under Clause 25 hereof

which includes ths value of such Sub-Contractors

work*

(b) Before any s^ch certificate is issued to the Contractor 

Le shall if requested by the Architect furnish to him 

reasonable proof that all nominated. Sub-Contractor^bJ 

accounts included in previous certificates .have been 

duly discharged in default whereof the Smployer may 

pay the same upon a certificate cf the Architect and 

deduct the amount thêreof from any sums due to the 

Contractor* The exercise of this poxver shall not 

create privity of contract es between Employer and 

S uh -Contractor.”

These terms are anomalous« They

virtually permit the Architect, who is the agent, of the 

building owner, to conclude a contort Ljtrcen the contractor 

and the sub-contractor. The contractor can of course 

object, but Keidan admitted in evidence that no contractor 

would object if a reputable firm is nominated^ Then, too, 

the contractor can insist upon the sub-contractor agreeing 

to the terms set out in Clause 13 (?.) (1) and (2) of the 

main contract. But there is no reason why he cannot 

waive this right. Paragraph (3) and sub-clause (b) 

on the other hand seem to have been conceived in the 

interests of the building owner, in order to enable him to 

keep sub-co^trpctors content and avoid stoppages of work
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or supply by specialists because cf the contractors default

(Ex parte Fowler, 1905 2 K.B. p* 713)- Again, there is 

no reason in law v/hy a building owner, should not waive his 

right to have such powers expressly incorporated in the 

sub-contract, especially as, it would seem, he is sufficiently 

protected by the provision in the main contract.

It appear*3' that Arbiter, a director cf '

At id, wished to have no. collateral contracts at ttefciïsjsx 

the time* He desired Atid to look to one contractor 

rssnrr.sible for the building and wished to have no direct 

business dealings with sub-contractors.I

When the main contract was entered into 

steel ”’ps in short supply and its price was, as the 

witnesses say, rocketing. Ho contractor would therefore 

tender for the construction of the building on the basis 

that the steel -work was a measured quantity.

The bills of quantity were accordingly 

amended so ^hat the ste^l reinforcement figured as a Hp.c.n 

item, that is a" prime cost11 or a "provisional sum” item. 

Ths v/itnesses use both expressions indiscriminately. For

9/ the



ths purposes of this case there is no difference In the meaning 

of the expressions* That was the has is upon which Roldan*s 

t&ndsr was accepted*

Before discussing the judgment of the 

Court a quo .and the evidence I tfeink it would be expedient 

to refer to the case of Hampton v* Glamorgan County Council, 

(84* L.1», K*B* 1506) in which a problem sone what similar 

to ours arose», In the Court of Appeal Buckley, L*J< 

observed that the mere fact that a building owner is 

ultimately to have the property does not iaake the contract 

to -buy that property his contract, or make him the prin/clpAl*

same
At the/time he deprecated the notion that la ^h^ ow"'- of 

provisional items the contract made to procure them is in 

point of fact a contract in which the building owner is the

real principal* In each case the question is^who assumed 

obligations under the sub-contract,, Lord luetico Pickford

remarked I 11 In this c?r o I find that there was a negotiation

I do not think anyone would say that

the architect would be acting for himself* The architect 

nay be acting for the building owner in this sense, that he

see 'whether the contract is a satisfactory one

between the plaintiff” i ».0o the sub-contractor

”end the architect*

is looking to
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mention in this Introductory approach to the problem*

When the Company secured the contract to supply the prepared 

°to3i managing director was one P. Deutsch, He 

represented the Company in its negotiations and in the 

formation of the contract. But died, in July 1952 

before Atid failed* As the Company had to do without his 

guidance in the ^reparation of its case and without his 

evidence at the trial, it was naturally at a disadvantage.

The principal ?/itness for the Company 

was the architect, Stakesby-Lowis. He explained that 

owing to difficulties relating to stool *bn °t3ul re inf or*- 

cement was made a ’’prime cost” item at £65 per ton* 

He made inquiries and discovered that the Company v/as Tilling 

to supply the metal‘at £70 a ton, the lowest quotation 

received. Ho reported this to Kessley of Atid and to 

Keidan* It was then arranged that Stakesby-Lewis, Kessley 

and Keldan would interview Deutsch in order to try and reduce 

his price» This interview took place in Deutsch’s office 

on the 26th February, 1951* Deutsch refused to reduce 

12/ the ........... ...... ....  * r
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the price and advised his interviev?ers to clinch the deal 

promptly or he would dispose of the steel to others* 

He required a deposit of £3,000* Deutsch complained that 

Keidan was a slow payer and he did not want to wait for 

his money* Kessley then reassured Deutsch, explaining 

that arrangements had been made fop'a loan of £100,000 and 

that the Company would be paid out of Monthly certificates 

which :.u«.ld be issued to Keidan by the architect* Deutsch 

thereupon egroed end the interview was at an end.

After the interview, Stakesby-Lewis

says, he asked Keidan to confirm the order immediately 

because of the urgency of the matter and Keidan undertook 

to do so* Later In the day Deutsch telephoned him asking 

for confirmation. He tried to get into touch with Keidan 

but failed. He therefore wrote e letter, dated on the 

same day and had it delivered to Deutsch, I cite only the 

relevant portions

nOn behalf of our clients Messrs* Atid Investment (P^y*)

Ltd, we Accept your tender for the supplying, lending

and fixing into position 286 tons of steel reinforcement*.«

for the sum of £70 per ton *. '.............. V/e agree to

13/ pay
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pay any gazetted labour increases only* All other 

increases if a*y ere to be born by your firm. The 

above price subject to 3 per cent builders discount).

It is understood that your firm will supply 

the steel in various quantities as required from tire 

to time ns the ^ork progresses. The sum nf £3,000 

to be paid by Messrs* S. Keidan & Co», the builders, 

on acceptance of tu s order by you, and the balance as 

the steel is delivered from time^to time*’1

On the 28th February Deutsch replied.

He fir^t set out Stakesby-Lewis’ letter in full and added 

in so far as is relevant os follows:-

’’The following clauses verbally discussed with and 

accepted by you, also form part of the contract

(a) The steel

(b) The contractor is to ^ake delivery of the steel, 

hoist to required levels and be responsible for 

maintaining in position after placing and during 

concreting»
«

(c) Payment of amounts due to us shall be made withon 

30 days after submission by us of our invoices* 

The sum of £3,000*0.0 to be paid as mentioned

ab o ve *

(d) Y/e cannot be held res pons ib?.e for delays due to 

strikes, etc.

Our ccceptonco of your ofder is hereby 

confirmed.”

14/ On
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On the 28th February, 1951, Keidan

wrote the following letter addressed to Atid, care of their 

architect:

tlRe proposed new buildings on stands 1618 9/20

Johanne sb ur g; Reinforcing steel,

”We hereby authorise you to nay to Messrs, Concrete 

Construction Company (pty*) Limited the sum of 

£3,COO being deposit on 288 tons of ricinforcing 

Steel required for the erection of the above job. 

Please debit our account accordingly,”

I return tn this correspondence later.

Ao to what hapnened at the interview with Deutsch on the 

26th February Stakeshy-Lewis was corroborated by Kessley 

whose evidence the learned trial Judge summarises as 

follows

’’According to Kessley not only was Keidan present 

at this meeting bjit he took an active part in the 

discussion of the price of the steel, and joined with 

Stakesby-Lewis and Kessley in agreeing to Deutsch’s 

terms. Both Stakesby-Lewis and Kessley told the 

Court that the result of the discussions was that the 

Plaintiff Company was the to look for payment to 

Keidan a^d thet the contract which'was entered into 

was one between the Plaintiff and Keidan and not 

between the Plaintiff and the building, owner. In 

other words, that the Plaintiff company became a 

sub-contractor to the contractor and had no privity

15/ of



of contract with tho building owner*”

Keidanfs evidence is summarised by the

learned trial Judge as follows

”Keidan flatly denied that he attended a^y interview 

with Deutsch such as was described by S take sb y-Lew is 

and Kessley, Ha told the Court that in February, 

1051, ho was on hol/iday in the Cape' Peninsula, that 

he came up Johannesburg in order to sign the 

contract on the 15th February, returning at once to 

Cape Town, and that he returned to Johannesburg on 

Sunday the 25th February, attending his office the 

following day» He was then informed that Atid 

Investments had contracted for stool ?,t £70 per ton» 

In regard to his letter of 28th February he explained 

that on that date Stakesby-Lewis had told, him (apparen 

ly by telephone) that they had secured the steel, and, 

must pay a deposit of £5,000 for it in advance, and 

requested him fnr purposes of record to wri^e a letter 

to the effect that the £3,000 was to be paid against 

the contract. Stakesby-Lewis then dictated the 

letter to the witnessrs clerk, the witness approved 

of it, end it was sent off.”

As to Keidan’s presence at that interview

the two witnesses I have mentioned ere supported by one 

danderson who at the time was assistant to Deutsch, He 

does not remember the date and was not present, though on 

the premises, and saw Keidan coming and going ^o the 

meetingplace. He identifies the occasion bv associating
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It with the day Dcutech secured, the contract,

Keidan did not make a favourable impression 

on the learned trial Judge, who came tn the conclusion 

on the evidence n that Stake shy-Levzis and Kesslcy spoke th$ 

truth when they 'told the Court that Keido.n y/as present 

at the meeting in Deutsch’s office, and was a party to the 

arrangement there entered into.*’ The learned Judge found 

Kessley to be a truthful witness.

The learned Judge found Stnkesby-Lewis 

to be u poor witness xyho came badly out of cross-examination. 

The Court considered however th~t ha was speaking of events 

which took place three- and-a- half years ago. 1 He had 

in the meant lie mo^ed from Johannesburg to Salisbury; 

he had not the advantage of access to all his files and he 

admitted that his recollection was somewhat uncertain, 

lie was easily confused and did not reveal an acute intelligence.
*

Nevertheless the learned Judge remarked: ’’hc; did not 

give me the impression of being a dishonest witness”. 

An attempt was made to discredit him by suggesting that hid 

evidence was motivated by malice towards Keidan;, but the

17/ at tempt . e ..................
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attempt failed Lnnslsssly» Kessley’s credibility was 

attached at the trial and on appeal on the ground that 

in an affidavit filed w in connection with the applicatioh 

for the liquidation of Atid he alleged that the Company 

was a creditor Atld. In the light of Deutsch's death 

and the Company's uncertainty as to what Deutsch had done 

and in the light of legal advice received by Kessley, 

the learned Judge rightly, I think^dismissed this criticism 

as being without substance*

Roper, J>, had the advantage of 

seeing and hearing the witnesses ?nd nascsoing th^ir credit, 

lity« nie judgment in this regard has been attached, 

but I am not persuaded that he was wrong* Consequently 

I defer to his judgment in th/* respect* But he did not 

and could not decide on credibility alone* As far as 

inference is concerned I think this Court, after fully 

accepting his assessment of the credibility of the 

witnesses, is in as good a position to decide where the 

balance of probabilit3es preponderates in -the light of the 

circumstances, the documentary evidence and the conduct of 

the parties *

The main, reason -why the learned Judge 

18/ c ons idered................ ..



considered that the allegcc. contract between Keidan and the

C'uu.nv was not proved is stated in these terms In the 

■judgment

MAlthough Stakecbv-Lcwis told the Court that as a

result of the interview the plaintiff co^y^n^ became a 

sub-contractor to Keidan (and I have no drwb4’ **L 

Le believed that to be t>« position) there is 

nothing in his o..-i account of the conversation which 

clearly establishes that that was so* In order that 

the plaintiff should hc nub in that position the 

cons,us of Deutsch was essential* Stakesby-Lewis, 

as architect^ was the agent nf **he building o™*1?*’ 

and not of the contractor when he approached Deutsch 

in regard to the supply of steel, and Deutsch would 

naturally regard the negotiation as one primarily 

between himself and At id Investment Lta. In ^heso 

circumstances, if the plaintiff company was to ir 

*L° r.r^ i U or cf g sub-contract or dir 'c tly r er pons lb 1 c 

to the building owner and to him alone, it would ba 

natural to expect that this would be expressly 

mentioned, either by Stnkesby*Lewis ar by Kessley 

or by both of them* Yet neither of these witnesses, 

in the account of the discussion, says a word on the 

point, and the clear inference is that nothing was 

said about it, Sto^echy-Lewis’ account is consistent 

yith the position that the contract for the supply 

of the steel was to be one between the plaintiff 

company and At.Id Investments., but that payment was to



be made through Keidan; and Deutsch may v/ell hare

coneidc^cd, at th° end of the discussion, that he

was contracting with AMf Invwr‘t-^nta, and not with

Ke 1 dan save in respect of payment,11

With respect, 'there scorns to to be
J

no room for such an inference. If Deutsch thought that he 

was contracting direct v^ith Atid, ”-hy should hé be concerned 

about Keidan being a slow payer# Similarly it is incon

ceivable that his fears should have been allayed by the 

assurance that Keidan would be kept in funds. He would 
against

have had no recourse/fcK Keidan,.. The very suggestion that 

the cost of his deliveries would figure in Keidan's 

monthly certificates would make it Étessc cion*’ to him that 

he was a sub-contrsctor. if he was not a sub-contractor, 
should

it is inconceivable thet he/sLoid have agreed to his prices 

being subject to a 5 per cent builder’s discount. If 

his contract was direct with Atid there was no reason why 

he should have stipulated for or received a deposit o^ 

£.3,000 from Keidan, or why Keidan should pay the balance 

e.s the steel was delivered from time to time*

That Deutsch should not have expressly 

mentioned what was selfevldent is not surprising. Mors~ 

over it is clear that the witness could not or did not

20/ try
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trv fn feivo p verbatim account of everything that was said 

at the interview. The. inference is inescapable that 

Deutsch must have had a good idea of the enterprise and 

the surrounding circumstances* Ho must have Ica own ^h-s • 

types, sizes and shapes of steel that would be required 

and what for; he could not have tendered blindly* 

Keidan, the architect and Kesslav all three vzent there 

knowing that they could not get the steel elsetjhere^ 

The only matter still in debate wr«? tho p^ice, Whao . this 

motter was settled there was no necessity for verbiage»
i

Consent could be signalled by an ”all-right” or a wxxdx 

nod* In the circumstances I would expect express mention 

of the fact only if the Company v/as not to be a sub-contrac

tor *

To my mind the probabilities

weigh/ uepvily Rgr,'*nst the suggestion that Deutsch contracted 

with Atid direct.. In the main contract the steel was 

a nP,C.B item. Financially it was immaterial to Keido.n 

what the cost was* If the Company’s contract to supply 

steel was an independent contract with Atid> he could not
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gain or lose, whether it was a had contract or a good*

the
If it was a contract between himself and jí sub-contractor 

hc would get no more if the steel could be obtained o 

liwor price*. In the latter event hc would be Interested 

only on two grounds: his builder rs commission and the 

fact that steel was supplied, for without stool he could 

not build. Consequently it would be to his advantage to 

have the Company as a sub-contractor rather than as a direct 

contractor with Atld* At the time Stakesby-Lewis was 

empowered by the main contract to nominate tho Coupsny 

o. sub-contractor* If he had done so, Keidan admits, 

he could not and would not have objected. I think that* a 

Id force in Kr» Snyman’s contention that this obvious 

probability of Deutsch having contracted as a sub-contractor 

is the reason why.Keidan lied in maintaining that he was 

not present at the interview*

I come no1-' to the correspondence.

Whoever drafted it, I cannot l^^ns a shrewd business

s
man like Keidan approving, signing and depatching the letter 

of the 2bth February, ICirl, i-- ch committed him to a deoit 
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cf £3,000, without first having a full explanation.

His explanation that it was done merely for purposes of 

record is puerile, Thê letter is absolutely inconsistent 

with the Company being an independent contractor-. One 

does net authorise a stranger to pay his own debt 

and one certainly does not ask him to debit one1? account 

with the sum paid,

Prima facie Stakesby-Lewis’ letter 

of the 26th February, 1S51, to Deutsch and DeutschTs reply 

seem to reflect an independent contract# The circumstances 

should be kept in mind, hovzever* The correspondence 

relates to. oral negotiations thst had taken place, 

Deutsch wanted confirmation, a deposit of £3,000 and 

an order. St^k^by-Lewis was the architect authorised 

to nominate sub-contra^i-rrs subject to objection by Keidan* 

He knew, if his evidence and that cf Kessley Is to be 

believed^ that Keidan had accepted. The relationship 

was therefore a curious one. Keidan could have no 

objection to ths steel costing £70 instead of £65 a ton 

in fact tho higher price would incr’cesc his commission* 

On the other hand Keidan could not independently contract

23/ with • ••»»«•«-•*<



with Deutsch- for the enhanced price. But apart from this 

everybody knew that Stakesby-Lewls was acting in his 

capacity an architect, not as an estate or financial 

agent.

In Leslie and Company Limited v.

Metropol1tan Asylums Di s t r i et Manage r s, (1901 - 68 J.P* 

p.86) a situation very like the one we have to deal with 

arose. The full ronort is not available. There is 

a digested report, however, in the English and Empire

Digest, Vol. 7 P» 42uaflich reads

n3y a contract made between builders and building 

owners the builders undertook to es erect and 

complete the nworks” of a hospital, including chimnsv- 

stail's and heating apparatus, in two years for £210>688 

with penalties for delay, The chimney-stacks and 

heating apparatus were to be provided by specialists 

or sub-contractors* The building owners reserved 

to themselves the option to employ these specialists. 

Certain specialists for the work of the chimney-stacks 

and heating apparatus were appointed by the architect 

under the contract and he made terms with them 

as to the works they were to execute and the prices 

they were to charge. These prices were subsequently 

paid by the builders out of the whole sum paid, to them

24/ under . .*»«<*•*••*•■* 
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under the contract. Tne architect sent the 

builders orders to give to the specialists and the 

builders made no objection, and gave thorn to the 

specialists#. In the execution of these works there 

was delay on the part of the specialists whereby, 

as the builders alleged, they suffered damage.

Helds (1) the builders, and not the building owners, 

contracted with the specialists and there was nothing 

in ths ccntrr'ct inconsistent with such fiub-contracts ;

(2) the builders had no right of action against th$ 

building owners for the delay of the specialists J’

Keidan had great difficulty in explaining

why he had was entitled to a 5 per cent discount on this

alleged independent contract. He said in e4v evidence

’’The builder has to pay out the ^cnsy - hc has to lift

the steel and provide shutters”, vh ich is obvious nonsense.

On a P.O. item, in fact generally, the builder only pays out 

after he has drawn money on the architects certificate# 

The shuttering was no concern of the supplier of steel*

During the building operations the 

quantity surveyors made out statements for assessing the 

value of the work done* One copy was sent to the architect 

and another to Keidan. Some of these statements say that 

the amounts Included for steel are payable by the contractor.

The statements were never queried or repudiated.
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Keidan had even greater difficulty in 

explaining why, if **he Cerapgny was an independent contract*?? 

he did not pgy eut amounts due to the Company which he had 

drawn on the certificates. It would plainly have been his 

duty to pay over such ^mounts promptly, for their retention 

would have suggested theft by conversation. Mis excuse 

that he did not pay because the Company sent him no 

invoices is very lame. He had both the certificates 

and the money; what more could he v’ont?

If I have to deal with every argument 

advanced this judgment, which has already assumed 

unconscionable proportions, would burgeon into a book* 

I may conclude bv touching upon three factors which might 

be said to weigh in KeidanTs favour. The first is that 

Appellant Company i^su^d ite invoices to At id* In view of

the manner in which and the data upon which the architect*s 

certificates were drawn up, this factor loses much of its 

weight* Wait little fores it could have retained is 

dispelled by prtof that there is no uniform practice;

some sub-ccntc+'rrc send their invoices to the contractor
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while others send them to the building owner or the 

architects

The second is the fact that A+*id

*«e! ^Jilted with the price cf steel in the Company’s

ledgers. It wss explained, however, ^h-4- the ledgers 

were merely ^rit+'s^ up from the invoices.

The third, of v'hich much was ms.do in 

argument, is the unsatisfactory nature of Stakesby-Lewis’ 

evidence en the question whether not be L-J sent Keldan 

copies of the ?-otters between himself and Deutsch written

en the 26th and 26th February, 1951. Stakesty-Lewis was 

undoubtedly confused about th* sequence of events that 

happened years ago, but the trial Court found him to be 

an honest witness.. The probability is that, knowing th^t 

Keidsn was a party to the oral contract an^ took a part in 

settling the conditions set out in those lot^s^s, hs either 

did not take the trouble to sona Keiuan. copies, or sent 

copies ’without the fact making much ox an impression on his 

mind* However that be, it is clear from Keidan’s 

conduct that he was perfectly aware of the matters contained 

‘in these letters.
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Against these factors there is, 

on th□ other L^nd, one which weighs very heavily against 

Keidsn. There is no reason to think nor was it suggested 

that Bjorkman, the quantity surveyor, was not a. disinterested 

and truthful witness* I quote the q23ei-?pn asked him and 

his reply, which I think is conclusive:

"Why did you aiake separate provision for steel as

payable by the contractor?

Pecsusc ** were informed by the contractor that thip

was a s ut~c oniric1'nr
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In my Judgment tho apnsal is allowed.

The judgment of ths Cour* "M is set aside and the

following substituted,

"Judgment in favour of plaintiff for the amounts of 

£11,677x10*10 and £-391.16.4 with costs, except the 

costs on the third June 1954 as to v/hich a special 

order was ’rado. The Taxing Master is directed to 

tax the plaintiff »s 1.711 en the basis thet not more 

than two Counsel were orvn] oyud at any one ti^ie."

Respondent in the cross-appeal is

ordered to pay the costs of appeal (if any) and of the

cross-appeal»

Hoexte 
Brink,


